Identification of supershear transition mechanisms due to material contrast at bimaterial faults
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SUMMARY
Numerical modelling of dynamic rupture is conducted along faults separating similar and dissimilar materials. Supershear transition is enhanced in the direction of slip of the stiffer material (the negative direction) due to the bimaterial effect whereby a decrease in normal stress in front of the crack tip supports yielding ahead of the rupture. In the direction of slip of the more compliant material (the positive direction), an increase in normal stress ahead of the rupture tip delays or prevents the supershear transition, whereas the impact of the bimaterial effect on subshear ruptures is to promote rupture in the positive direction due to the tensile stress perturbation behind the rupture tip in this direction. We demonstrate that the material contrast and the parameter S control whether the transition from subshear supershear velocity (supershear transition) is smooth or follows the Burridge–Andrews mechanism. Supershear transition along interfaces separating dissimilar materials is possible for higher values of the parameter S. The difference between pulse-like and crack-like rupture is small with regard to the supershear transition type.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Theoretical and experimental work have shown the existence of a transition from the Rayleigh wave speed (Rayleigh 1885) to a supershear rupture speed along homogeneous and bimaterial interfaces which is called the supershear transition. The supershear transition has also been observed along earthquake faults (Bouchon & Vallée 2003; Dunham & Archuleta 2004; Wang & Mori 2012). The possibility of rupture propagating at supershear velocities has been shown analytically by Burridge (1973). It was also shown that for a crack travelling at the Rayleigh wave velocity it is possible that the stress ahead of the crack ‘...is sufficient to overcome static friction even before the crack arrives.’ (Burridge 1973). The same paper showed analytically that a crack tip can travel at the P-wave speed. However, the mechanism of a transition was not demonstrated. This was accomplished 3 yr later in numerical investigations by Andrews (1976) which led to the description of a mechanism for supershear transition along interfaces separating similar materials where a shear stress peak travelling in front of the rupture tip becomes ‘...more sharply defined and increases in amplitude’ (Andrews 1976) with increasing distance from the nucleation patch. After yielding at the shear stress peak, two propagating cracks will unite and travel faster than the shear wave velocity. The rupture speed changes from subshear to supershear instantaneously. This is known as the Burridge–Andrews mechanism for supershear transitions.

The Burridge–Andrews mechanism provides a response to Eshelby’s (1949, p. 310) assumption, that an admissible velocity greater than the shear wave speed would be difficult to ’connect’ to from subshear velocities and that, therefore, these velocities are probably excluded in nature. Burridge et al. (1979) later examined the whole velocity range from below the Rayleigh wave speed to the P-wave speed. They confirmed Eshelby’s (1949) claim that the range between the Rayleigh wave speed and the shear wave speed is forbidden due to the shear stress on the slip plane reversing its sign. The range between the shear wave speed and \( \sqrt{2} \) of the shear wave speed is unstable due to a decrease in driving load with increasing rupture velocity. Above \( \sqrt{2} \) of the shear wave speed the rupture is stable. A smooth supershear transition from the Rayleigh wave speed to \( \sqrt{2} \) of the shear wave speed has typically been ruled out. However, recently Festa & Vilotte (2006) and Lu et al. (2009) have shown in their numerical studies of homogeneous material interfaces that a smooth supershear transition is possible when an appropriate nucleation mechanism is chosen. Smooth transitioning to intersonic speeds has also been found experimentally by Singh & Shukla (1996) and Rosakis et al. (1998) for bimaterial interfaces. Experimental work by Xia et al. (2005) found smooth supershear transitions along bimaterial interfaces. The question arises: When does the supershear transition proceed as a smooth transition or as the Burridge–Andrews’ mechanism along the different rupture directions? The presented
paper addresses this question for interfaces between dissimilar materials.

Ruptures propagating along bimaterial faults can generate large dynamic changes of the normal stress which influences rupture velocities and potencies differently along either the positive rupture direction (direction of slip of the more compliant material) or the negative rupture direction (direction of slip of the stiffer material). The bimaterial effect occurs for sub-Rayleigh ruptures and is a result of this change in normal stress behind the rupture tip. Subshear ruptures have higher rupture velocities in the positive direction due to a tensile stress perturbation behind the rupture tip which continues forward after the rupture front has moved on and promotes rupture in this direction (Weertman 1980; Andrews & Ben-Zion 1997; Rubin & Ampuero 2007) with higher potencies and a preference for this direction in case of unilateral rupture (Ben-Zion 2001; Ampuero & Ben-Zion 2008; Langer et al. 2010). Conversely, in the negative direction, the sign of the normal stress change is reversed and the normal stress change is compressive behind the rupture tip leading to dynamic strengthening and lower rupture velocities for subshear rupture. The bimaterial effect is relatively well known and studied; however, here we examine another effect which arises in bimaterial interfaces: the normal stress changes in front of the rupture tip which influence whether or not a supershear transition will occur. The supershear transition is enhanced in the negative direction, where normal stress changes ahead of the rupture unclamp the fault, making it easier for the shear wave stress peak to trigger supershear failure of the fault. The opposite applies in the positive direction, such that the transition is delayed or sometimes even suppressed.

Harris & Day (1997) have shown the existence of supershear rupture in the negative direction in numerical simulations. Their highest rupture velocity is close to the primary wave speed of the slower material. Ranjith & Rice (2001) and Adams (2001) provide analytical evidence for supershear ruptures exclusively in the negative direction. However, the authors do not mention a transition to supershear velocities, they rather state the possible existence of supershear ruptures in the negative direction in general. In numerical investigations, Shi & Ben-Zion (2006) use a nucleation patch which expands at the primary wave speed of the slower material to nucleate rupture and, thereupon, observe supershear speeds in both directions. This paper investigates if a supershear transition along a bimaterial interface can be observed and if it follows the Burridge–Andrews mechanism. So far a transition to supershear along a bimaterial interface has only been shown in experimental work by Xia et al. (2005) as a smooth transition for a Homalite-100/Polycarbonate interface. We provide a step-by-step explanation of the supershear transition mechanisms present at bimaterial interfaces similar to the one provided for the homogeneous case by Andrews (1976).

A numerical model is presented here capable of producing the Burridge–Andrews mechanism as well as a smooth supershear transition along bimaterial interfaces for crack-like as well as pulse-like ruptures. The paper highlights the dependence of the transition mechanism on the material contrast at the interface and on the upper yield point parameter $S^1$ given by (Andrews 1976, here called ‘parameter $S^1$’). The paper also explains the occurrence of the Burridge–Andrews mechanism in Xia et al. (2004) along an interface separating similar materials in contrast to a smooth transition along a bimaterial interface in Xia et al. (2005).

2 NUMERICAL MODEL

Numerical solutions of dynamic fault rupture are studied using the finite element method (FEM) implemented in the esys.escript software (Gross et al. 2007). A numerical simulation consists of two phases, first a quasi-static loading phase to apply compressive and shear stresses to the model and secondly a dynamic phase where rupture is initiated and observed.

In the quasi-static loading phase, numerical solutions of the static elastic deformation equation $\sigma_{ij} = 0$ are obtained as in Langer et al. (2010). In all simulations, a far-field normal stress $\sigma_N$ and a far-field shear stress $\tau$ are applied to the model, as shown in Fig. 1. The bimaterial studies are conducted using periodic boundaries (dashed lines) to prevent stress distortions along the fault face as in Langer et al. (2011). The acquired stress field provides the initial conditions for the dynamic rupture phase.

A triangular mesh is constructed using Gmsh (Geuzaine & Remacle 2009). It consists of triangles and is 950 mm $\times$ 350 mm wide. To model a 600-mm-long fault $\Gamma$ during the dynamic rupture phase, contact joint elements are used in the same fashion as in Langer et al. (2010) and Olsen-Kettle et al. (2008), which is similar to the traction-at-split-node method used by Duan & Oglesby (2005), Andrews (1999), Day et al. (2005) and Rojas et al. (2008). Numerical solutions of the 2-D wave equation are studied where the penalty method is used to enforce the contact boundary conditions as in Perić & Owen (1992), Laursen & Simo (1993) and Wriggers (2006).

As in Langer et al. (2011) a velocity weakening friction law by Ampuero & Ben-Zion (2008) is used with the ability to model pulse-like as well as crack-like rupture. The friction coefficient along the

\[ \begin{align*}
\sigma_N & = 0 \\
\tau & = 0
\end{align*} \]

Figure 1. This model is used for numerical simulations with periodic boundary conditions. The dashed parts of the model boundary have periodic properties. The model has a size of 950 mm $\times$ 350 mm with a central fault $\Gamma$ 600 mm long.

---

1 In other work, this parameter is called strength excess parameter (Ampuero & Ben-Zion 2008); actual fault strength with respect to the released stress (Festa & Vilotte 2006); measure of material strength relative to tectonic stress (Das & Aki 1977); dimensionless parameter (Harris & Day 1993); seismic ratio (Dunham 2007; Lu et al. 2009) or non-dimensional driving stress parameter (Xia 2005).
fault is defined as
\[ \mu_s = \mu_s + \alpha \frac{V}{V + V_c} - \beta \frac{\Theta}{\Theta + V_c} \]  
(1)
where \( V \) is the plastic slip-rate, \( \mu_s \) is the static friction coefficient and \( \alpha \) quantifies a rate (as in rate and state dependent friction laws) on the currently acting friction \( \mu_s \). The evolution effect \( \beta \) is a direct velocity strengthening mechanism with a regularizing effect (Ampuero & Ben-Zion 2008). The dynamic friction coefficient can be calculated as \( \mu_d = \mu_s + \alpha - \beta \). \( V_c \) is a characteristic velocity scale and \( \tau_s \) is a characteristic timescale governing the evolution of the state variable \( \Theta \) through
\[ \Theta = \frac{V - \Theta}{\tau_s} \].  
(2)
Throughout the simulations a constant characteristic slip-weakening distance \( D_w = V_c \tau_s \) is maintained. Whenever \( V_c \) is varied, \( \tau_s \) changes accordingly. Lower values of \( V_c \) lead to crack-like ruptures whereas higher values yield pulse-like rupture as in Ampuero & Ben-Zion (2008) and Langer et al. (2011). During simulations it was determined if ruptures are pulse-like or crack-like. This was done separately for the positive and the negative direction. A rupture is called crack-like if, when the rupture reaches the end of the fault \( \Gamma \), there is no fault segment between the nucleation patch and fault end where rupture has ceased. Otherwise the rupture is pulse-like.

Supershear transitions are expected to either be smooth with a crack tip that immediately accelerates to supershear velocity as in Xia et al. (2005) or to follow the Burridge–Andrews mechanism. When the Burridge–Andrews mechanism is present, for a small number of time steps there will be two cracks along the fault which are not connected: the original crack and the daughter crack which is caused by the yielding shear stress peak. They will eventually unite and propagate at supershear velocities as one crack. To identify which transition type is present during ruptures the number of cracks is observed. If there are two cracks and if the rupture speed after the occurrence of the two cracks is equal to or higher than the lower shear wave speed of the involved materials then a Burridge–Andrews mechanism is assumed. The unsplitted fault segment between the two cracks is called the transition gap and its length is the transition gap width. If supershear velocity is reached without the occurrence of two cracks at any past time of the rupture, the transition is smooth and the transition gap width is equal to zero. The transition length is the distance between nucleation patch and the location at fault where the supershear transition occurs and is assumed to depend on stresses acting on the fault as well as frictional and material properties as discussed in Xia et al. (2004), Rosakis et al. (2007) or Mello et al. (2010).

As a necessity for numerical stability the mesh grid step size \( \Delta x \) has to be smaller than the lower limit of the quasi-static length scale \( \lambda_{cr} \), which for the mesh presented here is calculated for a Polycarbonate/Homalite-100 pair according to Ampuero & Ben-Zion (2008) as
\[ \lambda_{cr} \approx \frac{\pi \mu' D_w}{(\beta - \alpha)\sigma} \frac{1}{\sqrt{1 + \left( \frac{V_c}{V_{dyn}} \right)^2}} = 0.066 \text{ m} \]  
(3)
with
\[ V_{dyn} = \frac{(\beta - \alpha)\sigma}{\mu' / 2c_k} \sqrt{\frac{\alpha}{\beta - \alpha}} \]  
(4)
and \( \mu' = 2.2 \text{GPa} \) is the effective elastic modulus determined as in Rubin & Ampuero (2007). A mesh consisting of triangles with a grid step size of \( \Delta x = 0.001 \text{m} \) along the fault and everywhere within the domain is used to observe the dynamic rupture propagation within the continuum limit. The values for \( \Delta x \) are chosen to be so small in an attempt to obtain a good resolution of the Burridge–Andrews mechanism.

It has been found by Renardy (1992) that the sliding of an elastic solid against a rigid body causes short-wavelength perturbations near the interface. Ranjith & Rice (2001) showed analytically that for a material pair with dissimilar elastic moduli with an existing generalized Rayleigh wave speed the sliding is ill-posed. They propose regularization of the ill-posedness by introducing a fading memory to the normal stress. The numerical framework used in this paper is derived from the source code by Olsen-Kettle et al. (2008) and incorporates an inherent general memory effect through the elastic response of the fault. An elastic predictor, using a first-order Taylor expansion, estimates the Coulomb failure stress at a future time step by assuming first that at this time step the incremental displacement is purely elastic along the fault. If the estimated elastic failure stress is larger than zero, plastic yielding in the current time step is initiated and calculated so that the Coulomb failure stress at the next time step remains on the yield surface. This prevents physically invalid positive values of Coulomb failure stress. Since only the plastic slip-rate and not the total slip-rate is used in our friction law (see eq. 1), the elastic component of the slip may provide a memory dependence through the elastic fault response. Olsen-Kettle et al. (2008) showed, that this greatly reduces the mesh-dependency associated with the ill-posedness in the sense of Renardy (1992). Ampuero & Ben-Zion (2008) deployed the regularization mechanism by Rubin & Ampuero (2007) for the friction law used here. In Section 5, simulations with this regularization mechanism are conducted to highlight the influence of the delay of normal stress response.

Nucleation conditions are known to influence rupture mode and supershear transition as shown in Festa & Villette (2006), Shi et al. (2008) and Lu et al. (2009). Ampuero & Ben-Zion (2008) used a simple nucleation procedure to minimize the number of arbitrary assumptions about the nucleation. They were able to observe a wide range of rupture phenomena. For the simulations presented here rupture is nucleated by setting the static friction in the nucleation site to a value of \( \mu_s = |\tau/|\sigma| = 0.001 \) as in Langer et al. (2011) and in a similar way to Ampuero & Ben-Zion (2008). During the loading phase the fault is still welded together by an infinitely high cohesion. To nucleate dynamic rupture, the cohesion is lowered to zero along the fault. In the nucleation patch \( \mu_s \) is set to the lowered static friction value throughout the simulation. An overview of model parameters is shown in Table 1. The size of the nucleation patch is 11mm. It is centred about the midpoint of the fault.

3 SUPERSHEAR TRANSITION ALONG HOMOGENEOUS INTERFACES
Initially a fault separating similar materials is studied to compare the supershear mechanism with previous work and to establish a reference for bimaterial experiments. More than 1500 simulations were conducted using eight cores each of an SGI ICE 8200 EX Parallel Computer at 2.8 GHz. Each simulation takes on average 90 min. The materials used in the simulations are Homalite-100 as in

\(^2\) Note, that Ampuero & Ben-Zion (2008) show a homogeneous case in their eqs (A4) and (A6) with \( \mu' \) replaced by \( \mu/(1 - \nu) \).
Table 1. Simulation parameters used in this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mesh dimensions</td>
<td>(m), (m)</td>
<td>0.95, 0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fault length</td>
<td>( \Gamma ) (m)</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum mesh grid step size</td>
<td>( \Delta ) (m)</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Background normal stress across interface</td>
<td>( \sigma_N ) (MPa)</td>
<td>-11.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Background tangential stress along interface</td>
<td>( \tau ) (MPa)</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct effect coefficient</td>
<td>( \alpha )</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evolution effect coefficient</td>
<td>( \beta )</td>
<td>0.401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress drop</td>
<td>( f_s )</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slip-weakening distance</td>
<td>( D_w ) (m)</td>
<td>( 1 \times 10^{-3} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Material properties according to Xia et al. (2005).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Homalite-100</th>
<th>Polycarbonate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rigidity modulus</td>
<td>( \mu ) (GPa)</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamé’s first parameter</td>
<td>( \lambda ) (GPa)</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson’s ratio</td>
<td>( \nu )</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density</td>
<td>( \rho ) (g cm(^{-3}))</td>
<td>1.262</td>
<td>1.192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rayleigh wave velocity</td>
<td>( C_R ) (m s(^{-1}))</td>
<td>1122</td>
<td>902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shear wave velocity</td>
<td>( C_s ) (m s(^{-1}))</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary wave velocity</td>
<td>( C_P ) (m s(^{-1}))</td>
<td>2498</td>
<td>2182</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Xia et al. (2004) and Polycarbonate which together with Homalite-100 has been used in Xia et al. (2005). Material properties are shown in Table 2.

A range of the parameter \( S \) and the characteristic timescale \( V_c \) of the friction law are used to obtain pulse-like as well as crack-like ruptures for different fault strengths. To be able to compare results, the same applied stresses \( \sigma_N \) and stress drop \( f_s = \mu_s - \mu_d \) are maintained for all simulations. For the material Homalite-100, Xia (2005, p. 50) experimentally identified \( f_s = 0.4 \). The supershear transition occurs more readily for lower values of \( S \) according to Andrews (1976) and Das & Aki (1977). The parameter \( S \) can be calculated as

\[
S = \frac{\mu_s |\sigma_N| - |\tau|}{|\tau| - \mu_d |\sigma_N|} = \frac{(\mu_d + f_s) |\sigma_N| - |\tau|}{|\tau| - \mu_d |\sigma_N|}. \tag{5}
\]

Eq. (5) can be rearranged to obtain \( \mu_s \) and \( \mu_d \) for a desired \( S \)

\[
\mu_d = \frac{|\tau|}{|\sigma_N|} - \frac{f_s}{S + 1} \tag{6}
\]

\[
\mu_s = \mu_d + f_s.
\]

In simulations of fault rupture for a range of \( V_c \) and \( S \) the transition gap widths are recorded and shown in Fig. 2. The phase diagrams show transition gap widths as the number of integration points along the fault that have yet to slip. The transition gap width increases with the parameter \( S \). Burridge (1973, p. 448) assumed that the shear stress peak travels at the shear wave speed from the moment of nucleation. As the crack tip travels at below or at the Rayleigh wave speed, the distance between the crack tip and shear stress peak increases with distance from nucleation patch. Andrews (1976, Figs 4 and 5) showed an increasing transition gap width as well. Festa & Vilotte (2006) observed the peak travelling at the shear wave speed. If the supershear transition occurs close to the nucleation site, there is no distinction between the crack tip and the shear stress peak and the transition appears to be smooth. It is called here the unresolved supershear transition mechanism and appears as in Fig. 2 for lower parameters \( S \).

The significance of the transition gap width lies in its relation to the supershear transition length. If the transition length is very short, so that the transition gap width is smaller than one element size, it can not be excluded that the Burridge–Andrews mechanism is acting, even though it is not observable. For larger transition lengths a non-existent transition gap width can not be attributed to coarse grid step sizes and has to be caused by a genuine smooth transition mechanism. The minimum rupture time of the shear wave from the nucleation point to observe the Burridge–Andrews mechanism for a given mesh resolution can be determined by solving the equation

\[
V_s t - V_R t = \Delta x \tag{7}
\]

for the rupture time \( t \) where \( V_R \) and \( V_s \) are the Rayleigh speed and shear wave speed, respectively. The grid step size in the simulations conducted here must be smaller than the smallest observable transition gap. The minimal distance \( d \) from the nucleation patch with a separately yielding shear stress peak is thus

\[
d = \frac{\Delta x}{V_s - V_R} V_s. \tag{8}
\]

The simulations for Homalite-100 in Fig. 2(b) have been repeated for mesh sizes two and four times smaller. By noting the shortest transition length for each grid step size within the number of conducted simulations, we found that indeed the minimum existing transition time for the Burridge–Andrews mechanism and its transition gap width observable in our simulations decreased for smaller grid step sizes. For \( \Delta x = 1000 \mu m, \Delta x = 500 \mu m \) and \( \Delta x = 250 \mu m \) the minimum transition times were 47, 38 and 34 \( \mu s \) and minimum transition lengths were 28, 22 and 18 mm, respectively.

![Diagram](http://gji.oxfordjournals.org/)

Figure 2. The graphs show the distance between the crack tip and the shear stress peak (transition gap) at the time of supershear transition in millimetres along the fault. For low values of parameter \( S \) the transition is seemingly smooth as the Burridge–Andrews mechanism is not resolved. For high values of \( S \), there is no transition within the half length of the fault. The velocity length scale \( V_c \) of the friction law controls the rupture mode with \( V_c = 0.19 \text{m s}^{-1} \) yielding crack-like rupture and \( V_c = 0.24 \text{m s}^{-1} \) yielding pulse-like rupture.
The unresolved and apparently smooth transition described here is different from Lu et al. (2009) where they observe a distinct shear stress peak, but the transition occurs at the original crack tip. In their simulations, the nucleation mechanism is responsible for either smooth transitioning or the Burridge–Andrews mechanism. The work presented here is also different from Festa & Vilotte (2006) where for their cases a distinct shear stress peak exists.

With increasing $S$ the transition length increases and the Burridge–Andrews mechanism can be observed. For cases with $S \lesssim 1.4$ (Polycarbonate) and $S \lesssim 1.2$ (Homalite-100) the supershear transition length rises beyond the fault half length and no transition occurs. Fig. 2 shows the existence of the Burridge–Andrews mechanism for both pulse-like and crack-like rupture where the distance between the crack tip and shear stress peak is larger than zero.

In preparation for showing the smooth transition mechanism along bimaterial interfaces the Burridge–Andrews mechanism is shown in the same way as by Andrews (1976). Andrews uses the dimensionless stress change

$$Z = \left(\frac{\sigma_{\infty} - |r|}{|r| - \mu y |\sigma_H|}\right),$$

(9)
to show the difference between the current shear stress $\sigma_{\infty}$ and the background shear stress along the fault. This difference in the numerator is then normalized by the final stress drop in the denominator. In Fig. 3, the graphs show the transition mechanism for times before, during and after the transition to supershear rupture speeds for a crack-like rupture by plotting the dimensionless stress change and plastic slip. The figures are consistent with and very similar to Andrews (1976). We also present plots of shear stress, normal stress and Coulomb failure stress which will be important when studying simulations with material dissimilarities across the fault where reduction of normal stresses is reflected in the Coulomb failure criterion and helps to explain bimaterial supershear transitions.

4 SUPERSHEAR TRANSITION ALONG BIMATERIAL INTERFACES

In nature faults often separate dissimilar materials. Smooth supershear transitions were shown to be possible in the negative direction in laboratory experiments by Xia et al. (2005). To shed light on the mechanism of such a smooth transition and to determine its dependence on material contrast simulations of rupture along bimaterial interfaces were conducted. As Xia et al. (2004) found a Burridge–Andrews mechanism for a homogenous material interface and smooth transitions for a bimaterial Polycarbonate/Homalite-100 interface in Xia et al. (2005), simulations with a wide range of material contrast are conducted to investigate both cases. The material pairs consist of a more compliant material M2 (see Fig. 1) and a stiffer material M1, where the material properties are set by manipulating the contrast parameter $k$

$$P_{M1} = \frac{1 - k}{2} P_H + \frac{1 + k}{2} P_M,$$

$$S_{M1} = \frac{1 - k}{2} S_H + \frac{1 + k}{2} S_M,$$

with the wave speeds and density as the average of Homalite-100 and Polycarbonate will be calculated. A contrast $k = 1$ results in the moduli for Polycarbonate as the more compliant and Homalite-100 as the stiffer material. A generalized Rayleigh wave speed in the sense of Weertman (1963) (not as in Stoneley (1924) for ‘welded’ interfaces) exists for the bimaterial pairs in the parameter sweeps, except for the values at $k = 1$. The maximum contrast for which a generalized Rayleigh wave speed exists is $k = 1.061$ when the Rayleigh wave speed is calculated according to Weertman (1963, eq. 15) with a spelling correction for his variable $\gamma$ where the square root over the term is missing.

To explain the conditions for a smooth supershear transition, the transition mechanism is shown in Fig. 4 for a material pair with particularly high contrast $k = 1$ and a high value of the parameter $S = 1.15$. For the chosen parameter pair a smooth transition is present; however, for slightly lower values of $k$ the transition would follow the Burridge-Andrews mechanism. This demonstrates best how the effect of the material contrast alters the Burridge–Andrews mechanism to result in a smooth transition. Fig. 4 shows the normal, shear and Coulomb failure stress during a smooth transition.

In the negative direction normal stress reduction is observed in front of the crack at time step $\Delta t = 27\mu s$. Behind the crack tip the compressive stress is higher than the background compression. The shear stress peak in front of the crack tip looks similar to the homogeneous case and increases in amplitude. However, as the normal stress in front of the crack tip is reduced, it promotes yielding. The time step $\Delta t = 37\mu s$ shows the peak in the yield criterion nearly disappearing in the negative direction. The shear stress peak is still observable and as it rises further it also interacts with the normal stress in front of the crack tip which leads to smoothing and elevating of the local minimum in shear stress peak and crack tip. This is the important difference to the Burridge–Andrews mechanism. The peak shear stress and the crack tip unite before the yield criterion is met at the shear stress peak. This can be seen at time step $\Delta t = 61\mu s$. In agreement with Weertman (2002) and Shi & Ben-Zion (2006) the normal stress change is dilational behind the crack tip after the supershear transition has occurred in the negative direction at time step $\Delta t = 71\mu s$. It can also be derived from these plots that the normal stress reduction leads to a shorter nucleation distance as the yield criterion in front of the crack tip is met earlier than it would have been for a homogeneous material.

In the positive direction, smooth transitions are not observed. As time step $\Delta t = 27\mu s$ in Fig. 4 shows, the biomaterial effect causes higher normal stresses in front of the crack tip and extensional stresses behind the crack tip similar to Andrews & Ben-Zion (1997, Fig. 7). The biomaterial effect becomes more pronounced with distance from the nucleation patch as described in Ranjith & Rice (2001). As can be seen in the subsequent time steps, the normal stress concentration prevents a uniting of shear stress peak and crack tip and decreases the Coulomb failure stress which then prevents either of the supershear transition mechanisms.

With the explanation for a smooth transition mechanism at hand, a parameter study would be useful to explore the dependence of the mechanism on the characteristic velocity scale $V_c$, the parameter $S$ and the material contrast $k$. However, this would be computationally expensive. Fig. 2 shows for a rupture along a homogeneous material interface that all transition types occur for a wide range of $V_c$ and that thus the influence of $V_c$ on the transition mechanism is small compared to the influence of $S$. Therefore, only two parameter sweeps for $V_c = 0.19$ m s$^{-1}$ (crack-like rupture) and $V_c = 0.24$ m s$^{-1}$ (pulse-like rupture) over $S$ and $k$ are conducted. Fig. 5...
Figure 3. Supershear transition along a homogeneous interface through the Burridge–Andrews mechanism described in Andrews (1976). The figures show the normal and shear stresses and the resulting Coulomb failure stress along the fault before, during and after the supershear transition on the right-hand side. On the left-hand side, the plastic slip and the dimensionless change of shear stress (dimensionless css) are shown in the same manner as by Andrews (1976).

(a) $T = 70\,\mu s$, before transition

(b) $T = 86\,\mu s$, during transition

(c) $T = 90\,\mu s$, after transition

The circled numbers in the Figure mark regions of interest. Region (1) shows the Burridge–Andrews mechanism for a homogeneous or low-contrast material with a parameter $S$ which leads to supersonic rupture at a longer transition length. It occurs more readily.

Fig. 5(a) shows the transition mechanism dependence on the parameter $S$ and the material contrast $k$ for the negative direction.
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for lower material contrast as the bimaterial effect is not as strong. Region (2) shows the unresolved transition mechanism caused by the short transition length as in the homogeneous case in Fig. 2. In region (3) the bimaterial effect is strong due to the high material contrast and leads to the smooth transition described in Fig. 4. It is interesting to see that with lower values of the parameter $S$ the smooth supershear transition occurs for lower material contrasts. The reason is that for lower $S$, the transition length and the

Figure 4. A supershear transition along a bimaterial interface is shown for the negative direction (the direction of slip of the stiffer material). In the negative direction, the transition occurs smoothly at $\Delta t \approx 61 \mu s$. In the positive direction no supershear transition occurs. The normal stress $\sigma_N$, the shear stress $\tau$ and the Coulomb failure stress $\sigma_F$ across the fault are shown in MPa.
Figure 5. The phase diagrams show rupture modes in the positive and the negative direction for different fault strengths $S$ and different material contrasts defined by $k$. The smooth transition only exists for the negative direction and the Burridge–Andrews mechanism exists for both directions up to a certain material contrast. Panels (c) and (d) show the transition length for the supershear transitions in panels (a) and (b), where the black lines shows the border between the transition mechanisms in the parameter sweeps.
transition gap are smaller and it is easier for the tensile normal stress change in front of the crack tip in the negative direction to smear these differences out and promote a smooth transition. Region (4) has high values of parameter \( S \) which means that supershear transition will not occur within the length of the fault or at all (see Burridge 1973, eq. 4.12) for a distinction between these two cases for ruptures along similar materials). However, for the same parameter \( S \) a higher material contrast as in region (5) causes a supershear transition, smooth as well as the Burridge–Andrews mechanism. The reason is that in the negative direction the bimaterial effect generally brings the fault closer to yielding in front of the crack tip by reducing normal stress. Whether the Burridge–Andrews mechanism or a smooth transition occurs depends on how strong the bimaterial effect is compared to normal strength at the fault. For a strong bimaterial effect the transition gap gets smaller even though the transition length (see Fig. 5c) remains high. This is caused by the bimaterial effect ‘elevating’ the shear stress minimum within the transition gap. If the lifting is partial by the time yielding at the shear stress peak is reached, the transition gap is smaller. For a subset of cases with \( k \gtrsim 0.8 \) and \( S \gtrsim 1.1 \) a smoothing suppressing the local minimum at large transition lengths is observed which leads to the formerly described smooth transition at time step \( \Delta t = 61 \mu s \) in Fig. 4.

In the positive direction, a supershear transition is less favoured as can be seen in Fig. 4. However, the bimaterial effect is not strong for low material contrasts, so a Burridge–Andrews mechanism is evident in region (A) in Fig. 5(b). Region (B) shows an unresolved transition mechanism for low \( S \) as in Fig. 2 for the homogeneous cases of Polycarbonate and Homalite-100 or region (2) in the negative direction. Region (C) has a Burridge–Andrews mechanism for lower values of \( S \) and higher material contrasts. In these cases, the bimaterial effect extends the transition length. The transition gap width rises when the crack tip distances itself from the nucleation patch. When the transition occurs, the transition gap width is large enough to cause a Burridge–Andrews mechanism. From Fig. 5(d) it can be observed that the compressive normal stress in front of the crack tip causes the transition length to increase which results in high transition gaps for medium values of the parameters \( S \) in Fig. 5(b). Region (D) shows that for higher \( S \) and higher material contrast \( k \), the normal stress change prevents supershear rupture in the positive direction, an effect known from numerous papers (Cochard & Rice 2000; Adams 2001; Ranjith & Rice 2001; Shi & Ben-Zion 2006). In region (E) no transition occurs within the length of the nucleation patch due to a high value of \( S \).

When analysing the Figs 5(a)–(d), we can identify the rupture profile shown in the experimental results of Xia et al. (2005, case 3) which can be seen in regions (3) & (E) for higher \( S \). In this region there is a smooth transition in the negative direction and no transition in the positive direction. Regions (3) & (D) correspond to Xia et al. (2005)’s case 2 with a very short transition length in the negative direction and no supershear transition in the positive direction. Figs 5(e) and (f) show that for pulse-like rupture the same phenomena occur as for crack-like rupture. The results explain the occurrence of immediate supershear rupture and supershear transition in the negative direction in the experiments by Xia et al. (2005).

Mesh dependency tests at two and four times finer than the originally used mesh size for simulations with material contrasts are shown in Table 3 for simulations with and without supershear transition. These results show convergence of our numerical method with grid size reduction.

### 5 Regularization of Normal Stresses

The ill-posedness of sliding of two dissimilar materials with an existing generalized Rayleigh wave speed has been shown by Ranjith & Rice (2001). The simulations in Sections 3 and 4 are conducted using the elastoplastic fault model proposed by Olsen-Kettle et al. (2008) where they showed that ill-posedness is marginal through the incorporation of both an elastic (‘memory’ dependent) and plastic (instantaneous slip) fault response. The plastic slip is calculated by ensuring that the Coulomb failure stress is met at all time steps. Cochard & Rice (2000) discuss the numerical problems of Andrews & Ben-Zion (1997) and show, that with regularization the numerical solutions of the dynamic rupture propagation do not show ill-posedness. In this section, we examine how an additional regularization affects the occurrence of the different supershear transition mechanisms. Ranjith & Rice (2001) propose regularization of the ill-posedness by introducing a fading memory to the normal stress. Rubin & Ampuero (2007) and Ampuero & Ben-Zion (2008) used the spectral boundary integration element method by Cochard & Rice (2000) and applied a method where regularization delays the normal stress response

\[
\sigma^+ = \frac{V^*}{\delta_o} (\sigma - \sigma^+).
\]

In Fig. 6, the transition gap width in regularized and non-regularized simulations are compared for crack-like rupture. Parameters are defined as in Ampuero & Ben-Zion (2008) with \( V^* = 2ms^{-1} \) and \( \delta_o = 0.95 D_o \). As described by Ampuero & Ben-Zion (2008), the bimaterial effects becomes delayed and less pronounced in amplitude. The Burridge–Andrews mechanism occurs for a wider portion of the phase diagram than for non-regularized cases. As the bimaterial effect is dampened by the evolution law in eq. (11) the effective extensional stress change in front of the crack tip is shifted past the crack tip and has a weaker interaction with the shear stress peak in front of the rupture tip. Fig. 6 shows the transition mechanisms in comparison with the non-regularized case. For the negative direction (Fig. 6a) the Burridge–Andrews mechanism appears for higher material contrasts than in the non-regularized simulations.

In non-regularized simulations transition lengths for low values of parameter \( S \) are short and supershear transition is smooth as the crack tip and shear stress peak have not yet separated. An increasing material contrast prevents short transition lengths in the positive direction and leads to the Burridge–Andrews type supershear mechanism. When regularization is used the bimaterial effect is weakened and transition lengths are shorter than in the non-regularized simulations. This leads to a more frequent occurrence.
of Burridge–Andrews mechanisms in the regularized than in the non-regularized simulations for higher material contrast and low parameter $S$ in the direction of slip of the more compliant material.

6 DISCUSSION

This work numerically explores supershear transitions along bimaterial interfaces. It focuses on the influence of the parameter $S$ (Andrews 1976) and the material contrast on the supershear transition mechanism. Two different types of supershear transition mechanisms have been found: the Burridge–Andrews mechanism (Burridge 1973; Andrews 1976) and a smooth supershear transition. With over 4000 dynamic rupture simulations along faults separating similar and dissimilar materials, phase diagrams have been constructed to examine the conditions for the different transition mechanisms. The materials examined during the numerical simulations are the ones used in the laboratory experiments by Xia (2005), namely Homalite-100 and Polycarbonate as well as numerically derived ‘intermediate materials’. For our simulations the generalized Rayleigh wave speed (Weertman 1963) exists and for all simulations separating dissimilar materials the bimaterial effect with normal stress changes around the rupture tip (Weertman 1980; Andrews & Ben-Zion 1997; Shi & Ben-Zion 2006) is present.

In a first step, the supershear transition mechanism for a fault separating similar materials is explored to benchmark against the analytical and numerical findings by Andrews (1976) and Xia et al. (2004), respectively. We found that the parameter $S$ influences the occurrence of the supershear transition strongly as shown by Andrews (1976). The effect of rupture mode either being pulse-like or crack-like had only a very limited influence on the supershear transition mechanism when the velocity-weakening friction law of Ampuero & Ben-Zion (2008) is used. Two transition mechanisms were found for a fault separating similar materials, first the Burridge–Andrews mechanism (Burridge 1973; Andrews 1976) and secondly an unresolved supershear transition mechanism, which is seemingly smooth, but not to be mistaken for the smooth transition mechanism observed in the bimaterial experiments. The unresolved transition originates in the fact, that in a subshear velocity regime the crack tip travels at or below the Rayleigh wave speed (Rayleigh 1885) which is 94 per cent of the shear wave speed for the materials used here. When the transition length is small, the mesh resolution is not fine enough to show a secondary crack at the shear stress peak during transitioning, as the Rayleigh and shear wave speeds are very similar. This is different from other descriptions of smooth supershear transitions in the literature. Lu et al. (2009) observed a smooth transition at the original crack tip when a shear stress peak existed ahead of the rupture tip. The supershear transition was controlled by properties of their nucleation mechanism where normal stress was reduced at the nucleation site for a predefined time. The smooth transition shown here is also different from Festa & Vilotte (2006) where they have distinct shear waves travelling in front of the rupture tip when a smooth transition occurs.

During simulations of dynamic rupture along faults separating dissimilar materials, a third supershear transition mechanism was found: a smooth supershear transition. Rosakis (2002) suggested that explanations for a smooth supershear transition can be found by numerical modelling and in this study we showed that the bimaterial effect introduced by the material contrast across the interface promotes yielding in the negative direction where reduced normal stresses in front of the rupture unclamp the fault making it easier for the shear wave stress peak to trigger supershear failure of the fault. This is in agreement with Cochard & Rice (2000), Adams (2001), Ranjith & Rice (2001) and Shi & Ben-Zion (2006) who did not mention supershear transitions, but supershear propagation in the negative direction. In this direction, the normal stress is reduced across the interface ahead of the crack tip and promotes yielding of the fault in the vicinity of the crack tip. As the normal stress reduction is strongest along the fault between rupture tip and shear stress peak, a smeared out region ahead of the rupture tip yields simultaneously and accelerates the rupture tip to supershear speed. Once the rupture speed is supershear the entire bimaterial effect is located behind the crack tip and the normal stress change immediately after the crack tip is not compressional, but extensional as shown in Fig. 4 for $\Delta t = 71 \mu s$ and by Shi & Ben-Zion (2006). In the direction of slip of the more compliant material (positive direction) no smooth supershear transition is observed. Supershear transition occurs with the Burridge–Andrews mechanism or the unresolved supershear mechanism in the positive direction. The normal stress change is compressional across the interface ahead of the rupture tip in the positive direction (Andrews & Ben-Zion 1997, Fig. 7) and prevents or delays yielding of the material at the shear stress peak.
Phase diagrams are constructed from parameter sweeps (Fig. 5) which can be used to derive the following general statements.

(i) Higher material contrasts yield shorter transition lengths in the negative direction and larger transition lengths in the positive direction, as the normal stress reduction ahead of the rupture tip in the negative direction promotes earlier transitioning and the normal stress increase in the positive direction increases the transition length.

(ii) If a material contrast across the fault exists, the supershear transition length is always shorter in the negative than in the positive direction.

(iii) If a supershear transition in the positive direction is present, there is also always a supershear transition present in the negative direction.

(iv) For a low parameter $S$, the transition mechanism is unresolved in both directions with the mesh sizes employed in this study.

(v) If the Burridge–Andrews mechanism is present in the negative direction for low material contrast, then for the same parameter $S$, but higher material contrast, the smooth supershear transition mechanism is present. Higher material contrast causes a stronger bimaterial effect and promotes the smooth supershear transition.

(vi) For a subset of simulations there was only a supershear transition in the negative direction, but none in the positive direction present. For short transition lengths, this is equivalent to the experimental results of Xia et al. (2005, case 2), for large transition lengths and a smooth transition mechanism it is equivalent to Xia et al. (2005, case 3).

(vii) For a given parameter $S$ pulse-like ruptures have a larger supershear transition length than crack-like ruptures. This suggests, that the maximum parameter $S$, for which a supershear transition may occur, is lower for pulse-like than for crack-like rupture as shown in Dunham (2007, fig. 2). However, the length of the fault in the model used here, makes it difficult to access this part of the parameter space.

In our last parameter sweep, the influence of regularization of the effective normal stress on the transition mechanism is observed. Regularization has been proposed by Cochard & Rice (2000) to overcome the ill-posedness of two sliding bodies with dissimilar elastic properties (Renardy 1992; Ranjith & Rice 2001) with an existing generalized Rayleigh wave speed (Weertman 1963). As Cochard & Rice (2000) state, regularization leads to a different physical problem. In the studies presented here the normal stress changes are delayed and less pronounced when using the approach of Rubin & Ampuero (2007) and Ampuero & Ben-Zion (2008). This paper shows that with regularization the Burridge–Andrews mechanism occurs more readily also for higher material contrasts. For strong material contrast, however, the smooth transition is still observed. Regularization also changes transition lengths towards values observed in homogeneous cases.

Evidence is found that supershear transitions are possible in the positive direction and that large earthquakes can occur in both directions along a bimaterial fault. Another important finding is that supershear transitions along faults separating dissimilar materials occur for higher values of Andrews’ parameter $S$ than for faults separating similar materials. This means that earthquakes can become supershear for lower shear stresses along the fault than known from studies of faults separating similar materials. This, however, is only possible in the negative direction and it is due to the normal stress reduction ahead of the fault tip which promotes yielding. Thus, when observing a fault to estimate the likeliness of a supershear transition one must take into account material contrast.

7 CONCLUSIONS

The work presented here shows that the bimaterial effect can force supershear transitions to be smooth instead of following the Burridge–Andrews mechanism. This newly found smooth supershear transition mechanism in the negative direction is described in detail and reconfirms past experimental observations. If the material contrast along a bimaterial interface is high, supershear transitions in the direction of slip of the stiffer material occur for higher values of Andrews’ parameter $S$ than in the case of homogeneous materials. This is caused by the bimaterial effect promoting yielding of material ahead of the crack tip by lowered normal stress. The higher the material contrast, the more likely it is that a smooth transition occurs. In the direction of slip of the more compliant material, a smooth supershear transition exists exclusively due to a numerical effect for low values of parameter $S$ and does not result from material contrast.
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